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Abstract
Plant systems are showing a considerable

potential for the economic production of proteins.
Recent experiments of biopharmaceutical production
from transient expression in plants are encouraged.
We discuss here a general strategy using RYMV-
based vectors (Rice yellow mottle virus) to produce an
anti-leishmania vaccine in monocot (Oryza sativa L.)
and dicot (Nicotiana tabacum or Nicotiana bemhamiana)
plant species.
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Introduction
Nowadays, many tools are available for production of heterologous

proteins, such as bacteria, fungi, marnmalian and insect cell systems.
Nevertheless, high level ofnatively folded proteins is limited. Other strategies
have been thus exploited to overcome such constraint.

Over the last decade, researches on plants, especially on plant models (i.e.
Arabidopsis thaliana for dicot species and Oryza sativa for monocot species),
lead to increase significantly our knowledge of gene regulation and protein
synthesis in different plants. Similar to evolution ofgenomic, new biotechnological
tools, with transgenic technologies, were developed to express foreign genes.
However, such technologies were exploited not only to improve agronomic
performances but also to achieve rapid high level production of valuable
proteins (e.g. industrial or pharmaceutical products).

Thus for molecular farming, plants were described as attracting, safe and
practical bioreactors.

Nevertheless, technical limitations also existed in such technologies, thus
much efforts have been concentrated to overcome drawbacks inherent to
transgenic technology. At present day, molecular farming in plants can be
achieved by stable or transient expression systems. Moreover, concomitant to
genomic studies, research on plant viroses lead to the discovery of many
potential of such entities to help the production of heterologous proteins. The
potential of plant viruses as tools for genetic engineering, was highlighted,
especially as expression vectors for production ofproteins in plants.

More recently, the discovery of viral suppressors of gene silencing
enhanced knowledge and advances in plant valuable proteins production.
Indeed such proteins were exploited to avoid the problem of transgene
silencing inherent to transgenic technologies but also to over-expression of
foreign genes also in transient systems.

As a model system for cereal genomic and biotechnology, rice could be
widely used to develop such strategies in monocotyledon species. In this
review, in a first part, we'lI discuss about the tools available for rice genomic
and biotechnology. Then, in a second part, we'lI develop ail the strategies
described, with their advantages and drawbacks, to widely produce
heterologous proteins especially in rice, with the specific aim to produce a
therapeutical molecule.

1. Riee and RYMV, tools for functional genomies and
bioteehnology
1.1. Rice as a model for cereals

Rice belongs to the Oryza genus, including 20 species, ofwhich only two
are cultivated: 0. g/aberrimma Steud, endemic to Africa and 0. sativa L.
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originates from Asia. 0. sativa comprises two groups of cultivars analogous of
sub-species Uaponica and indica). Asian cultivated rice (0. sativa), worldwide
cultivated, is an important subsistence crop in tropical regions, for human
consumption, providing the staple food for more than a half of the world's
population.

Its importance is not only reported at the economic scale but a1so at the
genetic scale. Indeed, rice became a plant model for monocotyledons genomic,
especially for cereals because of its genetics features. Actually, rice exhibits a
high synteny with the other cereals [4,5] and its genome size is relatively small
(Le. 430 Mbp spread over 12 chromosomes). Thus, Many tools have been
developed to understand this species better with developing dense molecular
genetics maps, YACI and BAC2 Iibraries [6,7]. Moreover, improved
transformation techniques are now available, with biolistic delivery or explants
co-culture with Agrobacterium tumefaciens, providing an efficient tool not
only for crop improvement but a1so for functional genomics [8,9]. In this
context, essential biological information from the rice genome will be easily
assessed and will especially improve our understanding of the basic genornics
and genetics of other related significant crops. In this way, a large number of
genomic sequences have been generated by sequencing the entire genome that
holds fundamental information for its biology, including physiology, genetics,
development and evolution [5,10,11]. A large number of studies have been
carried out to generate sequence anaIysis and also to determine complete
genomic sequence [12]. Thus, completion of rice sequencing was achieved in
2003 and its genome was automatically annotated, using prediction-based and
homology-based searches to identify genes [13]. Moreover several rice
genome sequences have been produced, thus providing a unprecedented access
to numerous genes [5]. Nevertheless, knowing DNA sequence is the first step
for the elucidation of the genomes biology and efficient transformation
methods contributed to the deployment of new tools for improving and
studying gene function. A large number of tools have been developed to
facilitate gene function discovery. Up to date, insertional mutagenesis has been
widely used, in this aim [14-16]. However, a complementary method has been
undertaken to identify function of genes that have not a1ready been tagged
with mutants: RNAi vectors [17]. Such vectors lead to assessment of
gene function by suppressing gene expression through specific RNA-mediated
RNA degradation mechanism, and can be used either in Agrobacterium
transformation assays or in transient expression systems. Furthermore,
dicotyledonous species, another original technology was used to appreciate
rapidly gene function by transitively over-expressing or suppressing gene

1 Yeast artificial chromosome
2 Bacterial artificial chromosome
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expression, with virus-based vectors. Indeed such technology has been
improved for various applications in dicot, it's lacking for efficient use in
monocot species.

1.2. Viral vectors: Functional genomics and biotechnological
tools

During the last decade, the potential of plant virus-based vectors has been
highlighted for functional genomics and study ofgene expression. The study of
plant viruses has generally permitted the assessment of eucaryotic biology
[I8,19]. Viral expression systems represent an attractive tool to complement
conventional breeding or transgenic methodology. To achieve the expression
of heterologous sequences in plants, the use of viral expression systems offers
several advantages over stable transgenic expression particularly in regard to
the expression levels that are obtained and genes can also be evaluated earlier
[20,21 ].

Molecular genetic studies of plant RNA viruses lead to the generation of
infectious RNA (Le. upon in vitro transcription) [22] or directly infectious
cDNAs (Le. downstream from Cauliflower mosaic virus 358 promoter).
Moreover, the emergence of the green fluorescent protein (gfp) from Aequorea
victoria as a reporter molecule offers the possibility to assess plant virus
infections with a non destructive assay technique [23-26]. Thus, viral
infectious clones have been modified to study better different viruses but also
viral protein functions by monitoring movement in infected cells, replication
and virus spreaq [27]. Then flexibility ofviruses and rapid expression ofviral
proteins have been exploited for fundamental research or biotechnology
application [20,21,28] to produce high level of foreign genes with the
development of viral expression vectors. Actually, virus-based expression
vectors have number of advantages as gene expression tools including the
ability to direct rapid and high level expression of foreign genes in mature
and differentiated plant tissues, and have been used for a number of different
applications [29,30]. In fundamental virology, fusion with reporter genes
(gus or gfp) allows monitoring of viral gene expression and products in
planta [31,32]. They are also used for production of valuable foreign
peptides and proteins in plants [21,29]. Finally, virus-based expression
vectors offer advantages to express foreign (or endogenous) genes for
functional characterisation ofORfs (open reading frames) [29,33]. The ability
of RNA viruses to trigger gene silencing has also been exploited in the
construction of VIGS (virus induced gene silencing) vectors to suppress host
gene expression in the aim to assign gene function [34,35]. Such vectors carry
sequences that share homology with transgenes or endogenous genes and
silencing might be initiated by the viral sequence whereas the maintenance
step occurred on the nuclear genes targeted independently from the presence of
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the virus [36]. VIGS has been validated as an efficient tool for reverse genetic
to study genes involved in primary and secondary metabolism, in development,
disease resistance [37]. Thus VIGS strategy is an attractive alternative to
insertional mutagenesis to investigate gene function particularly in multigene
farnilies [38].

Sorne basis features are required for viruses used to develop plant virus
based vectors. Indeed, they need to i) be autonomous replicating systems, ii) be
easily genetically manipulated, Hi) have a short cycle time life and finally iv)
infectious cDNA clones must be available. Many strategies have been
developed for transient expression of foreign genes and two of them were
mainly used [30] (figure 1).

The first method consists in the fusion of the protein, or protein domains,
with the viral coat protein (CP) for presentation at the surface of the viral
particle such as epitope presentation [39-41]. This strategy has been widely
exploited for production of vaccine sub-unit [30]. The second method consist
in expressing foreign genes and viral genome independently of one another by
using duplication of sub-genomic rnRNA promoter, gene insertion or gene
replacement techniques [20,21,30]. However, whichever the strategy used the
insertion of foreign genes can interfere with CP function (e.g. particle
assembly, virus movement) and steric constraint limited the size ofthe inserted
sequence in most cases. Such vectors have been improved to preserve viral
genome integrity and to promote insert stability with different inoculation
methods or gene trans-complementation, for exarnple [42-44].

Transient knock-out strategy through VIGS vectors have also been
improved with the assessment of insert features such as insert size [45], insert
orientation or the choice of gene fragment. Furthermore viruses have evolved
to develop silencing suppression properties [46], and viruses possessing strong
silencing suppressors are not suitable tools for the construction of VIGS
vectors. Finally in sorne cases strong VIGS response or symptoms apparition
interfering with the assessment of gene function [47] need to be get round.
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Figure 1. Different strategies to produce virus-based vectors for valuable proteins
production.
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There are now several plant viruses which have been converted into
vectors and implemented for transient over-expression of genes of interest, and
also, for VIGS of transgenes, or endogenous genes. Viruses of dicot species
have been developed as vectors, but none are functional for cereals. Moreover
there are no suitable veetor for expression offoreign genes in monocotyledonous
plants except a BMV vector [48], thus our lab is interested in developing such
technology for rice based on the genome of Rice yellow moitIe virus (RYMV)
(figure 2).

Rice yellow moitIe virus is a single-stranded-positive-sense RNA virus that
specifically infects rice leaves and causes serious disease in irrigated rice
systems in East and West Africa [49-51]. This virus, belonging to the
Sobemovirus genus, is transmitted by chrysomelid beetles and can be
artificially inoculated with sap. RYMV-genome properties or particle structure
have been weil described [2,3]. RYMV genome is simple and corresponds to a
positive single-stranded RNA composed with four partially overlapping üRf
[52] (figure 2).

Recently genetic diversity and phylogeny of the virus have been studied
[52,53]. This virus thus, represents a good model for developing virus-based
expression or VIGS vectors as:

i) infectious cDNA clones are available [54],
ii) RYMV highly replicates in infected cells,
Iii) Pl protein involved in PTGS suppression is highly variable among

different RYMV isolates [46,55],
IV) tolerant rice genotypes are available to bypass effects of the infection,
v) transgenic plant expressing viral üRf [56,57] are also available for trans

complementation ofviral sequences deleted to overcome size constraint.
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Figure 2. Rice yellow mollie virus. a- Genomic organisation [54] with SIT:
transcription initiation site (GTGGGATAGGGCGAGTCTCCCACAAAGATG [1]),
NLS : Nuclear localization signal (KK(X)JOKRKXRR [2]), PRO: protease, VPg : viral
prolein genome Iinked, POL: RNA polymerase, CP : coat protein. b- Atomic structure
of RYMV particie with a 2,8A resolution [3].
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Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind the major drawback, which consists
in the size constraint set by the virus icosaedral particle. Actually, even if the
virus genome is highly variable, the size of the sequence and also untranslated
regions are conserved among the 15 isolates fully sequenced [55].

As genome size is crucial for icosaedral viruses (e.g. RYMV), to
preserve virus infectifivity and integrity, we attempted to develop RYMV
based vectors, in our lab, to highlight maximal size constraint. Thus,
interesting tools both for rice functional genomics and for biotechnological
applications, with the aim of large-scale production of recombinant proteins,
were developed. As, a major size constraint has been demonstrated (Siré et
al., unpublished results), other alternative strategies will be undertaken to
overcome this drawback. Indeed, the use of replicative viral system, also
called amplicon, has been previously reported, in combination with silencing
suppressors, to reach high level of protein production [58]. With this aim in
mind, RYMV-amplicon tool was developed. Furthermore, large studies have
been carried out to better understand mechanism of silencing suppression by
RYMV, to improve the amplicon tool for production of recombinant proteins
in rice.

1.3. Gene silencing targets viruses and viruses suppress gene
silencing: Application for biotechnological tools

Both viruses and genetic invasive elements trigger and target RNA
silencing. This mechanism consists in a sequence-specific RNA degradation
preventing gene expression.

RNA silencing was firstly reported as PTGS (post-transcriptional gene
silencing) in plants and referred to RNAi (RNA interference) in animais, is
generally conserved in eukaryote ceIls [59,60]. Thus RNA silencing consists in
an ancient regulatory and adaptive defence mechanism acting at the molecular
level against different genetic invasive elements.

In cells where they are detected, double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)
molecules trigger PTGS, leading to a dramatic reduction of homologous
cytoplasmic rnRNA accumulation [61-63]. Both highly transcribed transgenes,
transgenes in inverted repeat orientation, and viruses lead to production of
dsRNA molecules in higher plants [64,65]. Then the RNAseIII-like enzyme,
called DICER, targets dsRNA and cleaves this molecule into small RNA
duplexes of21 to 24 ntd, reported as small interfering RNA (siRNA) [66,67].
These siRNA are then complexed with a large multicoponent RNA-induced
silencing complex (RlSe), which is thought to unwind siRNA to help target
the appropriate rnRNA. The antisense strand of siRNA is used to target
homologous cytoplasmic rnRNA, which is finally degraded [68,69]. Another
step in silencing mechanism has been described as the amplification and
propagation steps of the signal in distant tissues, involving RNA-dependent
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RNA polymerase (RdRP) activity [70]. Thus newly synthesised dsRNA, with
ssRNA (i.e. single-stranded mRNA) as template and siRNA as primer, lead to
intense accumulation of siRNA that move in neighbouring cells through
plamodesmata [71,72].

Both in higher plants and in animais, PTGS has been reported as an
immune system acting at the molecular scale to prevent viruses invasion
[73,74].

To counteract such defence mechanism, plant viruses evolved through
specialisation of one, or more, of their proteins, to target various steps in
silencing pathway (Le. intercellular or intracellular silencing) [75,76], as a
result of diversity and multifunctionnality of viral proteins [77,78]. Silencing
suppression with plant-viral proteins, thus facilitate virus replication and
movement [46,75,78,79]. Up to date many viral suppressors were identified,
encoded by a single ORF or by different ûRF for the same virus [80,81] and
were generally described as involved in viral pathogenicity and in virus
spread [46,79,82]. Features of such proteins were highlighted in
biotechnological applications in the aim of enhancing recombinant protein
production, which is drastically limited by silencing directed against over
expressed genes [83].

Thus, with the purpose to highly produce protein of interest in rice, with
or without RYMV-based vectors, behaviour of Pl protein from RYMV in
silencing suppression, was assessed. Indeed, this protein has been previously
described as non autonomous cell silencing suppressor [46,70] and is
dispensable for viral replication but is closely related to virus infectivity and
also to virus spread [84]. Availability ofa large collection of RYMV-isolates
allowed an accurate and original study of silencing suppression by entire
RYMV particle, and also by its PI protein (Siré et a/., submitted). This study
characterised silencing suppression features of RYMV under natural
infection on rice plants. Biolistic delivery assays on rice leaves and
Agrobacterium-based leaf infiltration assays on Nicotiana benthamiana,
determined that different PI proteins undergo silencing with variable
efficiency. Our results also suggested, that silencing suppression occurring
under RYMV infection, is a complex mechanism, probably involving more
than one viral suppressor.

II. Strategies to produce recombinant proteins:
Application for production of anti-Ieishmania vaccine

Many biotechnological applications, Iike production of vaccines,
antibodies, human blood products, hormones and growth factors, require high
level expression of transgenes. In the past few decades, several different
systems have been developed, for the production of recombinant proteins at
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low cost. However, ail these systems are not perfect because in sorne cases
they can be unsafe, or they can lead to production of biologically inactive
material. So, production of recombinant proteins in mammalian cells results in
products that are identical to those of natural origin but this culture is very
expensive and can be carried out on a limited scale. The use ofmicroorganism
system allows production on a large scale, but exhibits the major drawback to
introduce structural variations in the protein. Plant system is an economical
system, where the contamination risks, with human pathogens, are minimised.
Furthermore, this system can be developed at an industrial scale. Finally, plant
system offers a good compromise with an eukaryotic protein modification
machinery allowing subcelluJar targeting, proper folding and post-translational
modifications at low cost. Thus, today all advantages of plant system make it
the most attractive technology for the production of recombinant proteins
[85,86] such as an anti-leishmania vaccine.

Protozoa of the genus Leishmania are obligatory intracelluJar parasites of
mammalian macrophages. They are transmitted to vertebrate hosts by sandfly
vectors of the genus Phlebotomus. They cause a wide spectrum of human
diseases in many tropical and subtropical regions of the world that range from
a self-heaJing cutaneous ulcer to a potentially fatal visceral infection (figure 3).
Zoonotic visceral leishmaniasis is one of the most important emerging
diseases. Wild canids and domestic dogs are the main reservoirs of L. infantum

Figure 3. Geographical distribution of leishmaniasis in the world.
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in the Mediterranean Basin, extended to severa1 Middle-East and Asian
countries, and of L. chagasi in South and Central America Visceral leishmaniasis
(VL) due to L. donovani is the most severe forrn of leishmaniasis. Approximately
500,000 new cases of human VL occur annually and the disease is mainly
found in Brazil, East Africa and on the Indian sub-continent where devastating
outbreaks have occurred and from where most VL cases are reported world
wide [87]. In Tndia, millions are at risk, the state of Bihar accounts for nearly
90% of cases, followed by West Bengal and Eastern Uttar Pradesh.
Neighbouring countries like Nepal and Bangladesh aIso report a significant
number of VL cases. Affected populations are among the poorest in the world
and are not much aware/informed of existing preventive measures.
Furthermore miss-use of the first-line drug in these communities is widely
spread [88] and the Jack of response to the first line drug (pentavalent
antimonials) has been increasing sharply these last years in India up to more
than 50% of the patients in hyper endemic areas of Bihar [89-91].

There is now an urgent need for new low cost drugs and/or new
therapeutic interventions such as a vaccine for the control of this parasitic
disease.

Recently, we have deve10ped a vaccine involving Leishmania Excreted
Secreted Antigen (LESA) [92-94] which was proved efficient both
experimentally and in naturally Leishmania infanlum infected dogs of southern
France [95]. Access to a serum-free system for culturing promastigotes of
Leishmania has improved the feasibility of large-scale production of well
defined parasite material. Using this methodology, it has been possible to
easily purify naturally excreted secreted antigens from culture supernatant of
L. infanlum promastigotes successfully cultivated in a completely defined
CDM/LP medium [92-94] and to investigate their biochemical properties.
LESA only contained few excreted secreted polypeptides and mainly
concentrated a major immunogenic protein belonging to the Promastigote
Surface Antigen (PSA) family (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of the structural features of Promastigote
Surface Antigen (PSA) of Leishmania.
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Vaccination with native promastigote surface antigen 2 (PSA-2) of
Leishmania major has been demonstrated to protect mice from leishmaniasis
through a Thl mediated response. But recombinant PSA-2 purified from E. coli
was unable to induce protective immunity [96]. These results have important
implications for the design of vaccines against leishmaniasis. They strongly
suggest that the generation ofprotective immunity is dependent not only of the
induction of a Thl response, but also indicate that sorne Leishmania antigens
may require a near native conformation to be protective [97]. Correct
posttranslational modifications and protein folding of antigens may therefore
be important not only for the induction of neutralizing antibodies but also for
the development ofprotective CD4+ T cell responses. Finally, the conformation
of antigen may play a more major role for the induction of T cell mediated
immunity than originally considered.

Thus, expression of the PSA is a good target to test our production system
and to demonstrate that is possible to over-express recombinant proteins with
the right folding and a good biological activity in cereals.

II.1. Strategies
Up to date, there is not yet a consensus for the best plant species, or tissue,

for large-scale recombinant protein production. However, it would be
preferable to choose a plant whose genetic manipulation is relatively easy with
a large seed production [85]. Then, tobacco seems to represent suitable host for
recombinant protein production in sufficient quantities. However, tobacco is
not the only plant species used for biopharmaceuticals production. Thus, most
antibodies expressed to date have been produced also in potatoes, soybean,
alfalfa. rice and wheat. For example, a single-chain Fv antibody (ScFvT84.66)
against carcinoembryogenic antigen (CEA) was successfully expressed in the
cereal crops rice and wheat [98].

In our study, we decided to focus on two species: rice (Oryza sativa L.)
and tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum).

There are currently two methods for protein production from plants: stable
transformation and transient transformation. To date, the most common of the
methods, stable transformation, has produced aIl the products available in the
marketplace. This system requires a method for transferring the foreign genes
into the plant ceIls, usually using Agrobacterium tumefaciens or particle
bombardment, in which the genes are taken up and incorporated into the host
nuclear genome in a stable manner [99]. This method of transformation
presents advantages when performed in a crop species such as grains. Then,
the protein product is normally accumulated in seeds that can allow the protein
to exist without degradation for at least two years [99].

Nevertheless, regenerating transgenic plants frOID transformed cells
is both labour intensive and time consuming. Moreover, after this hard work,
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Figure 5. Comparison of time consuming between stable and transient expression
systems. (a) Constitutive system is labour intensive and time consuming. To purify
recombinant proteins, one year is necessary from the calus coculture to the second
generation plants. (b) Whereas transient expression is a flexible and rapid system for
the production of proteins. Only one month is necessary to collect the recombinant
proteins with a transient system. This is ideal for verifying functionality, integrity and
stability of gene product before large scale developing stable transformed plants.

production of a correct folding protein and a biologically active protein is not
guaranteed (Figure 5).

In contrast, transient protein expression using virus-based vectors allows
rapid production of recombinant proteins. Thus, this flexible and changeable
system is ideal to analyse the structure and the activity of protein produced in
plants before developing a constitutive expression system. Transitory system is
suitable not only for testing and scoring plant expression constructs and
predicting their performance in transgenic plants, but also for purifying the
recombinant protein [100]. It was demonstrated that the tobacco agroinfiltration
take to the production offunctional recombinant proteins [100].
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Expression level of recombinant proteins can be variable. Avidin (Le.
immunological regeant) at 3% of extractable protein was produced in
transgenic maize seeds [101] whereas only 0.1% ofaprotinin [102] and 0.5%
of /3-glucuronidase [103] was generated with the same plant species.
Apoprotinin, the bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor which affects known
serine proteases such as trypsin, chymotrypsin, plasmin and kallikrein, has
been widely used in biochemical research and as a therapeutic agent [102]. It
has been hypothesised that the differences between proteins in tenus of size,
charge and localisation, could play a crucial role in the expression level [102].

Moreover, different levels ofprotein expression were published according
to the use of different tools. Thus, transgenic plants (-0.5 mglkg) revealed a
lower yield of recombinant proteins than agroinfiltrated leaves (-1.5 mglkg)
due to a higher promoter activity and gene dosage during the transient
expression [100].

II.2. Production enhancement
Recently, viral vectors have been generated from a large number of

different viruses in the purpose to improve speed and yield of expression. In
this system, viral vectors were designed to serve as over-expression tools.

RNA viruses can multiply to very high titres in infected plants, which
makes them ideaI vectors for protein expression. For vector construction, viral
RNA genomes are reverse-transcribed in vitro and cloned as full-length
cDNAs or only amplicon-cDNAs (replicating system of plant virus) in vectors
[104]. The idea was that transcription of the amplicon and of the transgene,
result in very high levels of the recombinant protein. Nicotiana benthamiana
leaves, inoculated with in vitro transcripts of recombinant tobacco mosaic viraI
vector, accumulated recombinant protein to level ofat least 2% oftotal soluble
protein [105].

Transient expression method depends on the ability of recombinant plant
viruses to infect plants and then transiently express a target protein in plant
tissue [99]. Moreover, target genes are expressed at high levels consequently to
the high level of virus replication [\04]. The non-integrated T-DNA
(Transferred-DNA) copies remain transitory present in the nucleus, that can be
transcribed, leading to transient expression of the T-DNA genes [106].
Efficient of transient expression system has been shown by production and
purification of His6-tagged diabody from a scaled-up agroinfiltration tobacco
leaves [100].

As plant viruses have a wide host range, the same vector construct is
compatible for different plant species [107]. Plant virus vectors have the
potential for becoming a useful tool to express foreign proteins in plants,
especially when plant-specific folding and glycosylation of the recombinant
proteins are of importance [107].
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Then, to increase the level of anti-leishmania vaccine expression in
tobacco and rice, we used an amplicon system based on the RYMV.

Study on a series of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)-based hybrid vectors for
transient gene expression showed differences in the amounts of recombinant
protein produced. These results demonstrated that building an effective vector
from a virus is not a trivial exercise. An effective expression vector should
contain a combination of cis-acting elements that appropriately partitions the
limited replicase activity among the various promoters to ensure adequate
replication and movement while providing the maximal level of foreign gene
expression. It has been demonstrated that the most effective vector based on
TMV contained sequences encoding the coat protein subgenomic rnRNA
promoter, coat protein ORF, and 3' UTR (untranslated region) from Tobacco
mild green mosaic virus US. Thus, the recombinant protein (i.e. GFP)
accumulated up to 10% of total soluble protein in leaves [108].

However, gene expression in plants is influenced by posttranscriptional
controls, known as posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS). It has been
reported that plant infectious ViTUS or transgene can induce gene silencing in
absence of any known homology between viral genome or transgene and host
genes [109,110]. Reduced levels of the specifie rnRNA encoded by the
suppressed gene characterise the gene silencing phenotype. But, as a
counterdefensive strategy, viruses have evolved proteins that suppress various
steps of the RNA silencing mechanism.

ln order to suppress PTGS induced by the transgene and to increase the
transgene expression, the RYMV Pl and the TBSV (Tomato bushy stunt virus)
p19 pathogenicity factors were co-infiltrated with the gene of interest. These
two proteins have been identified as silencing suppressors oftransgene [46]. It
has been described two types of silencing suppressors having different actions
[70]. Thus, the Pl protein could prevent systemic silencing but not its limited
movement at the edge of infiltrated patches: it was the non-autonomous cel!
action. On the contrary, the TBSV pl9 silencing suppressor have autonomous
cell action. The effect ofpl9 was estimated to enhance 50-fold enhancement
the abundance of the protein [83]. Our first studies on different RYMV Pl
silencing suppressors showed that using the appropriate Pl silencing
suppressor, level of expression protein could be strongly increase.

It was reported that high level expression could be achieved by pairing the
amplicon approach with the use of a viral suppressor of PostTranscriptional
Gene Silencing. Leaves co-expressing He-Pro from TEV (Tobacco etch virus)
and a PVX (Potato virus X)/Gus amplicon accumulate GUS to about 3% of
total proteins [58].

Free cel! suspensions is generally regarded to be the best suitable for large
scale applications in the biotechnology industry. A number of plant species,
like Arabidopsis, rice, soya bean, alfalfa and tobacco have been used for
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generation and propagation of cell-suspension cultures. Moreover, plant-ceIl
suspensions can be cultivated using conventional fermenter equipment. Large
scale fermentations up to a volume of 100 000 litres have been performed
successfully [Ill]. The major advantages associated with in vitro plant
systems include the ability to manipulate environmental conditions for better
control over protein levels and quality, the rapidity of production compared
with agriculture, and the use of simpler and cheaper downstream processing
schemes for product recovery from the culture medium [112]. Using tobacco
BY-2 cell line for fermentation, the cultivation of transgenic suspension cells
was scaled-up to a working volume of 40 litres. With a 10% (v/v) inoculum,
fermentation times of 150h resulted in a yield of 7.5kg of fresh cell weight,
corresponding to O.4kg dry weight [Ill].

Moreover, correct processing of protein was demonstrated in this system.
For example, correct folding erythropoietin was produced in cultured tobacco
BY2 (Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Bright Yellow 2) by introducing human Epo
cDNA via Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated gene transfer [113].

The plant-cell-suspension cultures exhibit the advantage that recombinant
proteins can be produced under certified conditions (i.e. certified Good
Manufacturing Practice and certified Good Laboratory Practice) [l11].

In any systems of heterologuous production, the recombinant molecule
must be extracted and purified selectively from total endogenous proteins.
Eighty percent of the recombinant protein production cost correspond to this
purification step [114].

In whole plant system, an alternative to reduce the expense consists in
directing protein synthesis to seed endosperrn [lIS], from where proteins may
be easily extracted. Further studies showed that the recombinant protein (gB)
behaves like a plant storage protein and is localised almost exc1usively in
protein storage vesic1es, when expressed in tobacco seeds [115].

In the purpose to facilitate the purification of biologically active hirudin
(an anticoagulant found to be an inhibitor of thrombin) in tobacco, an
Arabidopsis oleosin promoter combined with a plant oleosin "carrier" was
used [116]. The fusion protein was then targeted to the oil body membrane.
This system was developed to simplifY the initial step of purification and to
Iimit the proteolysis [116]. After a correctly targeting to the oil body
membrane, the recombinant protein was separated from the majority of other
seed proteins by flotation centrifugation [116].

In plant-cell-suspension cultures, recombinant proteins expressed are
either found in the culture supernatant or retained within the cells. This
localisation depends on two factors: the presence oftargeting/leader peptides
in the recombinant protein, and permeability for macromolecules allowed
by plant cell wall [Ill]. Targeting signaIs can be used to direct the protein
for secretion or to intracellular organelles [111]. In this way, genetically
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modified Nicotiana tabacum ceUs, grown in suspension culture, produced
and secreted into the medium, a biologically active human interleukin-2 and
interleukin-4 (IL-2 and IL-4). These two proteins were detected at
concentrations of 0.10 and 0.18 ~g/ml in the medium, respectively for IL-2
and IL-4 [117,118].

Plant suspension culture has be used to produce and secrete into the medium
a variety of biologically active mammalian proteins that are clinical and
diagnostic relevance [119]. Either human prepro-sequence or the extracellular
tobacco protein PRoS were used to secrete the human serum a1bumin (HSA) in
transgenic potato leaftissues and in tobacco suspensions [118,119].

Moreover, the epitope tagging ofexpressed proteins is a versatile tool for the
detection and purification of proteins [120]. In the purpose to purify the E. coli
MutS, MutH and MutL (proteins mediating methyl-directed-mismtatch) proteins,
genes were cloned into an expression vector, which allows fusion to the His6
affinity tag. These His6-proteins were then purified by variations of batch
binding to Ni(2+)-chelation affinity resin. The yield of purified His6-proteins
from these procedures was 0,4-0,6 mg from 40 mL ofinduced culture [121].

Transient expression represents a method for verifying functionality,
integrity and stability of gene produet before large scale developing stable
transformed plants [104].

But, transient expression could be also used to determine the subcellular
localisation of proteins. In this way, plasma membrane localisation of the
ACBP2 (Cytosyl acyl-CoA-binding proteins) and both nucleus and plasma
membrane localisation of AtEBP (Arabidopsis thaliana ethylene-responsive
element-binding protein), were demonstrated using OFP autofluorescent
protein fusions, in transient expression by agroinfiltration of tobacco leaves
[122]. Transient expression by agroinfiltration is a powerfull tool for promoter
studies. In this way, a preferential expression in vascular tissues of stems and
leaves conferred by the promoter of a rice glycine-rich protein gene was
highlighted [123].

Morever, transient expression could be an interesting system for functional
analysis of different promoters or for identification of genes via functional
complementation. For example, it can be exploited in sense-antisense systems,
normal and mutated genes, or in studies related to disease resistance genes
[106]. These studies demonstrated that interaction between host plant and
pathogen is not disrupted by infiltration with Agrobacterium tumefaciens
[106]. This suggests that the procedure can be used for studying plant/pathogen
interactions.

II.3. Control of integrity of products
Transient expression can be used to verify protein activity before

proceeding to transgenic plants.
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The biochemical analyses of the on-step IMAC-purified protein
(Immobilised metal ion affinity chromatography) showed tobacco cells
expressed and correctly processed the T84.66/GS8 diabody, and preliminary
data from mass spectrometry suggested that post-translational modifications
did not occur. This study has also revealed only the presence of functional
diabody purified from agro-infiltration tobacco leaves.

ln therapeutical application, the use of plant system production for
glycosylated proteins is still Iimited because of differences between plant and
animal glycosylation machinery. For example, a higher number of Guy's 13
glycoforms in plant than in mammalian expression system has been reported
[124]. But despite high structural diversity of the plantibody (antibody product
in plant) N-glycans, glycosylation appears to be sufficient for the production of
a soluble and biologically active IgG in the plant system and is not a limitation
to the use ofplantibody Guy's 13 for topical immunotherapy [124]. However,
these plants N-glycans are immunogenic. One strategy that could he used to
produce recombinant glycoproteins with non-immunogenic glycans is to
produce these glycoproteins in plants devoid of one or several enzymes,
present in the Golgi apparatus, improved in the N-glycans maturation [114].
Arabidopsis cg/mutants, deficient in N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 1(GnTI)
activity, enzyme initiating the formation of complex N-Iinked glycans on
secretory glycoproteins, were generated. Studies on these mutants demonstrated
an effective reduction ofGnTI activity which can be achieved in mature tissues
by means of GnTI-mediated gene silencing [125]. These researches opened the
way for the production oftherapeutic glycoproteins in transgenic plant species
carrying minimal compatible N-glycans of uniform N-acetylglucosamine
structure [125]. This methodology has already been reported for mammalian
cell Iines [126]. Humanisation of the N-glycosylation in transgenic plants
contributed to expand the use of plant system for the glycoproteins production
[114].

Conclusion
Many biotechnological applications require high-Ievel expression of

proteins. Thus, in the past decade, plant-based expression systems have
emerged as a serious competitive force with the aim of large-scale production
of recombinant valuable proteins. To verify functionality, integrity and
stability of gene product proteins, we developed a flexible and versatile
system, for a rapid and large production in rice and tobacco. The strategy
developed, and first results obtained, using an RYMV-amplicon system
combined with RYMV-silencing suppressor, show that this system seem to be
a promising tool for the production of recombinant proteins (Figure 6). This
system is a good alternative for the production ofproteins, Iike anti-/eishmania
vaccine, having an incorrect folding in bacteria system. Moreover, high-Ievel
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Figure 6. Optimisation of transitory system in order to use the powerful system for
constitutive expression of recombinant proteins. (a) Vectors containing gene ofinterest
or silencing suppressors are inserted into Agrobacterium tumefaciens. (b) Recombinant
proteins are transiently expressed in whole plants with agroinfiltration assays or in
cellular suspensions with coculture assays. (c) System ofexpression could be improved:
using other plant species, using other promoters to target the protein, using a tag to
facilitate the purification step and using the only biologically active peptide. (d) Products
are extracted and analysed to test the structure and the activity ofproteins. (e) As soon
as the system was optimised to produce a biologically active protein, the production of
recombinant proteins could be developed with constitutive system.
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expression of recombinant proteins obtained by transitory system is sufficient
for structure and activity analysis. The transient expression developed is a
powerful tool to choose best expression system to improve yield ofproduction
or to facilitate the purification step. Next, production of correct folding
and biologically active protein will permit development of a constitutive
expression system for the production of the anti-leishmania vaccine. This
transient system will also be promised to produce another interest protein.
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